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ABSTRACT
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Design of a Miniaturized Imaging System for As-Built Performance
Thesis Advisor: Dr. Hossein Alisafaee

During the past two decades, many advancements in the field of optical design have occurred.
Some of the more recent topics and concepts regarding optical system design are complex and
require a comprehensive understanding of aberration theory, in-depth knowledge and experience
with optical design software, and extensive lens design experience. This thesis focuses on the
development and application of simpler methods for successful lens design for standard and
miniaturized imaging systems. The impact of manufacturing tolerances of an optical system is
considered, analyzed, and tested. A study of various design approaches using optical design
software is presented. The design approaches introduced focus on the as-built performance of the
lens, and their results are compared to determine the most effective design approach. The results
of the different design approaches considered were then applied to the design of a mobile phone
camera. The topics of tolerancing and miniaturized lens design are considered together during the
design process for a cellphone camera. The performance, manufacturability, and design process of
the cellphone camera are also presented, along with suggestions on possible improvement for
future work. The as-built performance of the final design compared to the initial design resulted
in a 2.5 times improvement in performance for the same percent-yield.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Today, more than 1 billion miniaturized camera modules are manufactured every year, with their
applications ranging from cell phones, laptops, tablets, and other conventional platforms [1]. In an
industry this large and ubiquitous, even small lens design decisions can have a significant impact
on the overall cost. In the event that a selected design form and manufacturing method meets the
design requirements, the production yield of the final design becomes the primary variable in the
cost equation. Therefore, the goal of the optical designer is to design a system with the emphasis
placed on the as-built performance, or the performance of the lens after manufacturing defects are
considered.

1.2 Brief History of Mobile Phone Cameras
The first mobile phone with an integrated camera that could send pictures across a cellular network
was brought to a market by Sharp Corporation in November 2000 [2]. The J-SH04, only available
in Japan at the time, had a built-in rear-facing camera with a 0.11-megapixel (MP) image sensor
and a 256-color display. It was quickly followed up by the J-SH05, a flip-phone with an updated
LCD display. By 2002, Sharp had sold 5 million camera phones covering roughly 40% of J-Phone
users

1

Figure 1.1: (Left) J-SH04 cellphone (2000); (right) image taken by J-SH04 [3].

In June of 2002, the Nokia 7650 was released to the market. It was the first Nokia phone with
an integrated camera (VGA resolution) and color display and was widely marketed for its imaging
capabilities. With a 0.3 MP camera (640x480) and a 2.1” color display with a resolution of 176 x
208 pixels, the 7650 was also the company’s first phone to feature multimedia messaging services
(MMS), allowing users to take and send pictures over a cellular network all in one device. In later
years, the 7650’s significance for its time has deemed it as being one of the most important mobile
phones and one of Nokia’s most iconic products.

Figure 1.2: Nokia 7650 (2002) [4].
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In 2003, KDDI released the first CCD 1-megapixel camera phone, the Casio A5401CA. In
2004, Sony Ericcson released the S700 with a 1.3 MP CCD camera, with Nokia, Motorola, and
Samsung quickly following suit with their own camera phones with similar camera specifications.
Then, in 2005, Sony Ericcson’s K750i was released to market [5]. The K750i boasted a 2 MP rearfacing camera (1632x1224) with autofocus and macro-focus for close-ups, a night mode, a dualLED flash, an 8-second self-timer, color effect filters (such as black/white, negative, and sepia),
white-balance settings, a 4x digital zoom, and a panorama mode that allowed the user to line up a
succession of quick shots for wide vistas. The K750i also allowed the user to shoot video, although
the results for the video were less impressive with its low-quality resolution and jittery, jumpy
movie clips. Taken together, this impressive list of camera features came close to emulating that
of a standalone camera, indicative of the trend of mobile phone cameras slowly beginning to rival
and replace standalone point-and-shoot cameras.
By 2007, various smartphones with a 5MP camera had hit the market, but the most
commercially successful smartphone of that year was the Nokia N95. Released to the market in
March 2007, over 7 million Nokia N95 units were sold by the end of the year, managing to outsell
rivals such as the LG Viewty and the iPhone. Marketed as a “multimedia computer,” the N95
featured a then-high 5MP resolution camera with Carl Zeiss optics, LED flash, and autofocus.
Along with its imaging capabilities, the N95 also featured a variety of features that drove its
commercial success. Rivaling the much-hyped release of the iPhone, the N95 had several key
features that the iPhone did not, such as its camera with flash, video camera, 3G and 3.5G internet
connectivity, GPS, Bluetooth file sharing, and a built-in accelerometer. By now, the megapixel
race was in full swing, and the potential for commercial success in the mobile phone industry was
proven without a doubt.
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Figure 1.3: Nokia N95 (2007) [6].

From 2010 and onward, as the ownership and use of mobile phones became more and more
widespread, the demand for better imaging performance increased as people began to rely on the
camera features of mobile phones for daily use. During this period, the image resolution of camera
phones increased to 12 MP, 16 MP, 21 MP, and even up to 41 MP with the Nokia Lumia 1020,
released in 2013. Aside from pixel count, additional improvements in imaging specifications such
as smaller f-number, increasing field-of-view (FOV), touch focus, autofocus, optical image
stabilization, and improved image processing capabilities allowed the camera aspect of
smartphones to be a primary feature of mobile phones and a major selling point, highlighting the
importance of smartphones with high image quality.
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Figure 1.4: Nokia Lumia 1020 (2013) [7].

1.3 Recent Trends in Smartphone Camera Designs
Historically, typical pixel size has been decreasing, allowing for higher megapixel counts for the
same size sensor [8]. Since 2000, pixel size has decreased from 8 µm down to sub-micron pixel
designs. Developments in the silicon design of image sensors, such as backside illumination, have
improved the sensitivity and reduced the directionality of the focal planes, allowing for the
implementation of smaller pixel sensors with acceptable low-light performance. It has also relaxed
the sensor specification requirement for the chief ray angle (CRA), which helps the lens design
process. All CMOS image sensors have a built-in array of microlenses that reduces optical
crosstalk between adjacent pixels by restraining a certain incident angle of light. The maximum
incident angle of light that the microlens array can effectively suppress crosstalk is referred to as
the sensor’s CRA limit [9]. Figure 1.5 visualizes the relationship between the incident angle of
light and the pixels.
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Figure 1.5: Illustrating the relation between the chief ray angle (CRA) limitation of the image
sensor and the angle of incident light on the microlens array [10].

There are several advantages that come with smaller image sensors. The cost of the silicon
detector and processor is the highest of the camera modules, representing nearly half of the total
cost. Smaller pixels (retaining the same megapixels) mean a smaller area of silicon required,
lowering cost. Additionally, if the focal plane is smaller due to the smaller sensor, the lens focal
length can also be made smaller, reducing overall z-height (along the optical axis), a critical factor
for achieving thin devices. Lastly, the demand for higher pixel counts has decreased after the 12MP
mark as the focus for imaging performance has shifted from resolution to other aspects, such as
smaller f-number for faster lenses, better low-light performance, and limiting distortion.
However, there are several drawbacks of smaller size pixels and image sensors, the main
concern being light capture. While resolution plays a role in detail, the amount of light received
by the sensor determines a camera’s exposure balance, dynamic range, and even sharpness. This
is partly the reason why 16MP and 20MP hand-held digital single-lens reflex (DSLR) cameras
perform better today than smartphones that boast over 100MP. A key point is that noise and
crosstalk between pixels increases with smaller pixel sizes. Dynamic range also decreases due to
6

lack of light sensitivity of the smaller sensors. Smaller pixel cameras capture less light than larger
ones, ultimately resulting in worse low-light performance. Although modern cameras have utilized
a technology called pixel binning to improve the low-light performance, the performance
advantages of using larger pixels cannot be denied, as a larger pixel can simply capture more light
than a smaller one. This reason alone is arguably why current flagship smartphones such as the
iPhone XS Max, Google Pixel 3, and Samsung Galaxy S10 all utilize relatively large 1.4 µm pixels
for their camera modules.
Aside from pixel size and sensor size, camera modules with smaller f-numbers, wider field-ofview, and an increasing number of optical lenses have also been observed in recent smartphones.
The f-number of a lens is related to the “speed” of the lens. Current smartphone cameras have
smaller f-numbers than previously and therefore have larger apertures and are “faster,” improving
from roughly f/3.0 in 2004 down to f/1.6 [11]. Consequently, faster camera lenses generally have
better low-light performance and motion blur due to the increased rate of exposure of the sensor.
Given that the applications of modern smartphone cameras are often in daily imaging and video
recording, this decreasing trend in f-number is reasonable.
Similarly, the field-of-view of smartphone cameras has also been steadily increasing. The
average FOV over the past twenty years has increased slightly from 60 to 70 degrees [11].
However, newly designed smartphone camera lenses have various FOVs. This divergence in FOV
is most likely due to the various types of camera lenses in a multi-camera smartphone
configuration, such as the iPhone 11’s wide-angle and ultrawide-angle rear-facing cameras.
Lastly, the number of optical elements present in a camera module has generally increased
since 2000. More elements usually allow more degrees of freedom during lens design for balancing
aberrations and improving imaging performance. Due to advancements in polymer materials and
7

injection molding, the use of plastic optics, and highly aspheric elements has allowed for better
overall image quality for a given design space. Three and four-element lenses were common in the
early stages of miniature cameras. Five-element designs began to appear in 2011, followed by sixelement designs in 2013, and seven-element systems appearing in the following year. This trend
of increasing optical elements reflects that of improved manufacturing and assembling capabilities
of injection-molded parts, allowing for thinner optical elements and tighter tolerances to improve
the lens performance.
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2. THEORY
2.1 Effective Focal Length and Field-of-view
The relationship between the effective focal length (EFFL) and the field-of-view (FOV) of the
optical system can be found with basic trigonometry and can be expressed as

𝐸𝐹𝐹𝐿 =

ℎ
𝑡𝑎𝑛(𝜃𝐻𝐹𝑂𝑉 )

(2.1)

where ℎ is the paraxial radial image height, and 𝜃𝐻𝐹𝑂𝑉 is the half field-of-view (HFOV). ℎ is also
referred to as the image sensor height. Referring to Figure 2.1, the relation between the EFFL and
the HFOV is immediately apparent. This relation is a paraxial relation (e.g., first-order optics), and
therefore any dependencies on wavelength, diffraction, and aberrations are not considered.
Nonetheless, it can be useful during the initial stages of lens design to approximate the EFFL or
image size requirements of an optical system.

Figure 2.1: Relationship between image height and focal length.
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2.2 Airy Disk
When light passes through an aperture of any size, an aberration-free optical system does not image
a point object as a point image. The resultant diffraction pattern is a bright region in the center
with a series of concentric rings of decreasing intensity. This diffraction pattern is called the Airy
disk and is the smallest point to which a beam of light can be focused by an optical system. The
size of the Airy disk is directly related to the wavelength of the illuminating light and the size of
the circular aperture.
The irradiance for a circular aperture of diameter D can be expressed as
2

2𝐽1 (𝛾)
𝐼 = 𝐼0 (
) ,
𝛾
1

where 𝛾 ≡ 2 𝑘𝐷𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 and 𝑘 =

2𝜋
𝜆

(2.2)

, 𝐼0 is the irradiance at 𝛾 → 0 or at 𝜃 = 0, and 𝐽1 (𝛾) is the first-

order Bessel function of the first kind, which is expressible by the infinite series [12]

𝐽1 (𝛾) =

𝛾 3
(2)

𝛾 5
(2)

𝛾
−
+
−⋯
2 12 ∙ 2 12 ∙ 22 ∙ 3

(2.3)

Equation 2.2 is also commonly expressed as
2

2𝐽1 (𝜋𝑟/𝜆𝑓/#)
𝐼 = 𝐼0 (
) ,
𝜋𝑟/𝜆𝑓/#

(2.4)

where 𝑟 is the radial coordinate, 𝜆 is the primary wavelength, and 𝑓/# is the image space working
𝑓/# [13].The diameter to the Airy disk, or the diameter to the first zero, is then expressed as [13]
𝐷𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑦 = 2.44𝜆𝑓/#
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If the RMS spot size falls within the Airy disk, then the system is often said to be diffraction
limited. Conversely, if the RMS spot size is significantly larger than the Airy disk, then the system
is not diffraction-limited.

2.3 Rayleigh and Marechal Criterion for Diffraction Limited Performance
According to the Rayleigh criterion, the term “diffraction limited” is generally synonymous with
the Rayleigh Limit of λ/4 optical path difference (OPD) at focus, or alternatively, λ/4 peak-tovalley wavefront error [14]. Lord Rayleigh compared the image of a point source formed by a
perfect lens with the paraxial image of a point source formed by a lens with λ/4 OPD of spherical
aberration and found that the peak intensity of the point source image was 20% less for the lens
with spherical aberration than for the perfect lens [14]. Marechal later used the reduction in peak
intensity as a definition of diffraction-limited performance and further showed that if the wavefront
error (WFE) is expressed as a root-mean-square (RMS) deviation rather than OPD, then identical
RMS WFE of any aberration reduces the normalized peak intensity by the same amount, given
that the RMS WFE is less than about λ/14 to λ/10 [14]. Marechal’s equation for the normalized
peak intensity, 𝐼𝑃 , is expressed as
2

2𝜋 2
𝐼𝑃 ≥ [1 − 2 (𝑊𝑅𝑀𝑆 )2 ] ,
𝜆

(2.5)

where 𝑊𝑅𝑀𝑆 is the RMS deviation of the wavefront from the best fit sphere, or in other words, the
RMS wavefront error [14]. Because wavefront error is customarily stated in waves, Equation 2.5
can be written as
𝐼𝑃 ≥ (1 − 2𝜋 2 𝜔2 )2 ,
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(2.6)

where

𝜔=

𝑊𝑅𝑀𝑆
𝜆

(2.7)

Marechal’s criterion for diffraction-limited performance is then
𝐼𝑃 ≥ 0.80
which occurs when 𝜔 ≤ 0.0731, according to Equation 2.6, or 𝑊𝑅𝑀𝑆 = 𝜆/14 , approximately.
Therefore, the diffraction limit for any optical system in terms of RMS wavefront error is λ/14. In
Zemax, as we will see in Chapter 4, the diffraction limit in terms of RMS WFE is approximately
0.072 waves.

2.4 High-Yield Optimization
Modern optical design via computer optimization with ray-tracing software is widely implemented
by the implementation of a merit function. The merit function aggregates all potential defects,
performance targets, specifications, and element boundary constraints into a single numerical
value that represents how well optimized the current optical system is based on the targets set by
the optical designer. The goal of the optical design process is then to minimize this value, which
represents how close the optical design is to completion. In order to ensure the design is able to
meet the performance requirements after fabrication and assembly, real-world tolerance values
provided by manufacturers must be considered somewhere during the design process. Presented
by Kenneth Moore [15], a recently added feature in Zemax, a popular optical design software in
industry and education, was added with the intention of increasing the efficiency of optimization
while simultaneously considering manufacturing tolerances. This new feature, called High-Yield
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optimization, attempts to desensitize the optical system to perturbations due to manufacturing
defects by allowing the optical designer to optimize directly for as-built performance, or the
performance of the system after considering manufacturing and/or assembly tolerances [15].
Further discussion on this feature and some design examples will be covered in the following
chapter.
Optical aberrations are generally introduced from the deviation from linearity in Snell’s
Law. The expansion of the sine in Snell’s Law is expressed as

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 = 𝜃 −

𝜃3 𝜃5 𝜃7
+
−
+⋯
3! 5! 7!

(2.8)

The leading term is the linear behavior on which paraxial optics is based, and the additional terms
are the generally undesirable terms that introduce third, fifth, and higher-order aberrations. Most
performance specifications provided by the optical designer focuses on the performance of the
optical system primarily at the image plane, where the sum of all the aberrations throughout the
system are usually balanced. Therefore, computer optimizations also tend to produce designs that
have small sums of the aberrations at the image surface, but relatively larger aberrations at any
intermediate surface between the object and the image plane. This presence of larger aberrations
elsewhere in the system leads to overall higher tolerance sensitivity of the system due to the
delicate balancing act these highly-aberrated surfaces achieve.
The aberrations caused by tolerances are also referred to as induced aberrations, which is
not to be confused with residual aberrations that are present in the system before any tolerances
are introduced. Referring to Equation 2.8, the recently added High-Yield optimization feature in
Zemax attempts to reduce the induced aberrations caused by perturbations in the systems due to
tolerances by reducing the incident ray angles between surfaces within the system. By reducing
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the incident ray angles, the sensitivity of the system to tolerances is also reduced. Other equally
important goals of the High-Yield optimization feature were quick computation, the ability to
apply to all types of aberration-inducing surfaces, and to be general enough to all optical systems
regardless of symmetry or first-order properties of the system. The proposed optimization penalty
term is [15]
⃗)
𝜏 = |𝑛 − 𝑛′ |(1 − 𝑅⃗ ∙ 𝑁

(2.9)

where 𝑛 and 𝑛′ are the indices of refraction before and after the surface, 𝑅⃗ is the ray direction
⃗ is the surface normal. The cosine of the ray angle to the normal is produced
cosine vector, and 𝑁
⃗ , and the cosine expansion is expressed as [15]
by the dot product of 𝑅⃗ and 𝑁
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 = 1 −

𝜃2
2!

+

𝜃4
4!

−

𝜃6
6!

(2.10)

Consequently, the contribution of the penalty term 𝜏 initially goes quadratically with the ray angle.
The weighting term |𝑛 − 𝑛′ | in Equation 2.9 is added so that surfaces with greater refractive power
have increased contribution to the penalty term compared to surfaces with less optical power.
When refracting from a lower index medium to a higher index medium (i.e., air to glass), the
incident ray cosines should be used, and when refracting from a higher index medium to a lower
index medium (i.e. glass to air), the exit ray cosines should be used instead. This differential,
therefore, yields the larger angle and the greater value for 𝜏 at all surfaces [15].
When tracing rays to compute the RMS spot radius or wavefront, Zemax calculates the
⃗ at every surface, so these vectors are already known when the High-Yield is
values of 𝑅⃗ and 𝑁
added, incurring very little additional computation time to compute 𝜏. The results of implementing
the High-Yield feature is shown in the following chapter.
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3

STUDY OF OPTIMIZATION APPROACHES FOR AS-BUILT PERFORMANCE

While lens design software is essential for modern-day lens design, proper implementation of the
tools at the optical designer’s disposal is critical for achieving good lens design solutions. Before
tackling the challenging design task of optimizing on miniature cameras, a preliminary study on
efficient optimization methodology was conducted in Zemax. The design under consideration was
a traditional Double Gauss lens due to the extensive number of variants since its conception. The
results and conclusions of the study were then applied to the design process of optimizing a
miniature camera lens for good as-built performance.

3.1. Background
The goal of the optical designer is usually to design the best as-built optical system, or the best
optical performance when the fabrication and assembly tolerances of the optical elements are
considered. The common conventional approach in optical lens design is a two-step process: to
maximize the nominal performance first, then introduce fabrication tolerances as a separate step
[16]. The optical design process typically begins with an approximate initial design of the correct
form [17]. Optical design through computer optimization also typically utilizes a numerical merit
function which, represents the optical performance of the simulated system [18]. The use of the
merit function is ultimately up to the optical designer, but the general design approach remains
mostly unchanged. The design is optimized with the merit function to a configuration that best
meets the requirements of the system, called the nominal design. The process may include local
and global optimizations, which are computationally intensive and usually require extensive
computation time.
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The second part of the design process is introducing tolerancing. Generally, the optical
designer will either start with a set of predetermined tolerances and assess the resulting
performance degradations with the tolerances included, or the designer starts with a performance
degradation target and allows the tolerances to adjust freely to meet the target [19]. Compensators
are often included during tolerancing and may be related to fabrication or assembly (e.g.,
intentionally tilting or decentering an element to balance for other tolerances). In all cases, the
compensators are utilized to relax tolerances in the designs and improve overall performance,
yield, and reduce cost.
Determining the effects of introducing tolerancing is also computationally intensive. Optical
design software typically includes a tolerancing analysis feature where for a given set of tolerances,
the change in the criterion is determined for each tolerance individually [18]. The collective
performance is estimated by a root-sum-square (RSS) calculation. A Monte Carlo (MC) simulation
is provided as an alternative way of estimating the aggregate effects of all tolerances. This
simulation generates a series of random lenses which meet the specified tolerances according to a
chosen statistical distribution, then evaluates the criterion. No other approximations are made other
than the range and magnitude of defects considered. A more accurate simulation of the expected
as-built performance is possible by considering all applicable tolerances simultaneously.
Different lens design software attempt to desensitize the optical system to tolerances by
applying various operands in the merit function. However, these operands are very case-dependent,
where experimenting with the operand’s constraints and weights to produce the desired effect
within a given lens configuration is key. The optimal weighting can be an open area of research
[15].
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In summary, tolerancing a lens is an iterative process and is computationally intensive.
Incorporating tolerances directly into the merit function is computationally slow, which hinders
the optical designer’s progress in creating designs that perform well when fabricated and
assembled. Although computing power increases each year, it is expected that most designers will
welcome an efficient approach to optimization in the design space. A total of eight different
optimization approaches were considered. The results of their as-built performance were compared
to determine the most efficient design approach for an initial design configuration. Although no
new computational algorithm is being proposed, a study of the efficiency and feasibility of
Zemax’s different features for tolerance optimization could prove to be beneficial to others who
might be looking into similar topics.

3.2 Optimization Approaches
To determine an efficient optimization methodology within Zemax for best as-built performance,
a total of eight different approaches were considered for this study. The outcome of each
optimization approach resulted in an independent design solution limited by the constraints for
that given approach. The effectiveness of each optimization approach was then considered by
comparing the as-built performances and computation times.
3.2.1 Best Nominal
This optimization approach is the standard start to the conventional design process. No tolerances
were considered in this approach.
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3.2.2 High-Yield (HYLD)
This approach utilizes Zemax’s recently added feature that attempts to reduce the sensitivity of the
system by reducing incident ray angles on each surface. The high-yield feature incorporates the
HYLD operand into the merit function and attempts to effectively optimize for as-built, rather than
nominal performance. Moore verified the potential practicality of this feature by comparing design
examples that demonstrated inferior nominal performance, but superior as-built performance
compared to the best nominal design [15]. The theory behind the HYLD operand was explained
in Chapter 2.
3.2.3 Nominal + HYLD
This approach adds an optimization step after the nominal design approach to attempt to reduce
the as-built sensitivity using the high-yield feature of Zemax. This adds HYLD operands to the
merit function for optimization with tolerances.
3.2.4 Nominal + TOLR
This approach adds an optimization step after the nominal design to attempt to reduce the as-built
sensitivity using Zemax’s TOLR operand. This involves adding the TOLR operand to the merit
function for direct optimization with tolerances. As part of the tolerance sensitivity analysis,
Zemax computes a nominal performance estimate and predicts an RSS estimated change. The
predicted total performance is the sum of nominal and estimated change. These values are
computed and returned by the TOLR operand for optimization. TOLR values may be targeted and
weighted as any other optimization operand. This approach is considered the most conventional
optimization method.
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3.2.5 HYLD + TOLR
This approach adds an optimization step after the HYLD design to attempt to further reduce the
sensitivity of the system by performing final optimizations using TOLR. Moore suggested that
touch-up optimizations for as-built performance should be done using TOLR, as the HYLD feature
is an approximation with a focus on efficiency.
3.2.6 Nominal + HYLD + TOLR
This approach adds a third optimization step to a previous approach to attempt to perform further
touch-up optimizations using TOLR.
3.2.7 Nominal + TOLR + HYLD (with and without TOLR)
In this approach, the HYLD operands were added after an intermediate optimization step using
TOLR to reduce sensitivity. We predicted that the use of HYLD after TOLR would worsen the asbuilt performance of the system, but this approach was still studied for completeness. The
concurrent use of HYLD and TOLR was also considered.
3.2.8 Nominal + HYLD + Nominal + TOLR
A slightly recursive approach was considered before performing final optimizations with TOLR.

3.3 Design Parameters and Initial Configuration
A combination of Zemax’s generic commercial-grade tolerances preset and Zemax’s default
surface decenter, and element decenter values were used for each optimization approach, as listed
in Table 3.1. The optimization goal was to minimize the as-built RMS spot radius. Zemax’s
tolerancing wizard incorporated a total of 92 tolerance operands, and 1000 Monte Carlo runs were
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considered for each approach’s design. The boundary conditions for the air and glass elements of
the systems are listed in Table 3.2 and were selected based on the system parameters of the initial
reference design [20].
Table 3.1: Tolerances set for all optimization approaches.

Table 3.2: Boundary conditions applied for all optimization approaches.

The initial reference design was taken from one of the lens configurations presented in
Mandler’s work on the design of basic double Gauss lenses [20]. The layout, lens data, and onaxis MTF of the initial design are shown in Figure 3.1, Figure 3.2, and Figure 3.3, respectively.
The design has a focal length of 52 mm, a maximum image height of 21 mm corresponding to the
format of 24 x 36 mm2, an aperture of f/2, a total track length of 68 mm, and are corrected for an
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object at infinity. These design parameters are also consistent for the as-built designs for each
optimization approach with the addition of a maximum allowable total track length to be 100 mm.

Figure 3.1: Initial design layout of Mandler’s double Gauss lens. The total track length of
this configuration is 68.7 mm. [20]

Figure 3.2: Lens data table of initial design of Mandler’s double Gauss lens as shown in
Zemax.
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Figure 3.3: On-axis MTF of initial design of Mandler’s Double Gauss lens. The resolution
(20% modulation on-axis) is 25.8 cycles per mm.

In order to have an unbiased comparison between the different results from the optimization
approaches, a default set of merit function operands were used for each optimization approach
with their targets and weights kept constant throughout the entire optimization process. Operands
used include EFFL to constrain the effective focal length, TOTR to constrain the total length of
the system, and FCGT/FCGS and DIMX to control the field curvature and distortion of the system,
respectively. The real image height is set at 21.6 mm to match the reference design. The values of
the targets and weights were chosen to constrain the design from diverging too far from the original
system while allowing for flexibility of the design during optimization.

3.4 Results
Table 3.3 lists the main system parameters for each design case. Figure 3.4 shows the placements
of the glass types, and Figure 3.5 depicts the optimization flowchart for the entire study. Figure
3.6 depicts the layouts of the designs for each optimization approach, and Table 3.5 contains the
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optimization results data. Table 3.5 is also graphically represented in Figure 3.7. As previously
mentioned, the targets and weights of the merit function operands that control system parameters
such as effective focal length, total track length, and distortion were kept constant for all
optimization approaches. Also, all tolerances for each approach were left unchanged.
Table 3.3: List of system parameters for all optimization approaches.

Figure 3.4: Position of the two glass types within the six-lens system.
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Figure 3.5: Optimization flowchart of all optimization approaches.

The starting point for the first two optimization approaches considered (best Nominal and
High-yield) is a simple double Gauss lens shown previously in Figure 3.1. The OpticStudio Global
Search algorithm was run for both approaches for 3 hours on a modest 4-core computer with 8.00
GB of RAM and an Intel i7-8550U CPU @ 1.80 GHz. For Approach 1, the Global Search was
done with the optimization criterion set for RMS Spot Radius. For Approach 2, the optimization
criterion was set for RMS Spot Radius and the high-yield optimization feature turned on. The
Glass Substitution Template with a maximum relative cost of 10 was utilized for both approaches
to increase the probability that a design close to the global optimum would be found in a reasonable
amount of time. The two glasses, N-LASF44 and N-SF11, were then kept fixed for the remainder
of the approaches. Their placements can be seen in Figure 3.4, and their refractive index and Abbe
number are listed in Table 3.4. Then, approximately 30 minutes of local optimization was
conducted for both approaches to try to maximize the optical performance.
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Table 3.4: Index of refraction and Abbe number of optical elements in the optimized Double
Gauss lens.
Material

Index of refraction, n

Abbe number, Vd

N-LASF44

1.8042

46.501

N-SF11

1.787

25.680

As expected, the average RMS spot size for best nominal performance in optimization
Approach 1 is significantly smaller than for the rest of the optimization approaches with an average
RMS spot size of 20.2 µm. However, the downside of this approach is immediately noticeable
when considering the as-built RMS spot size of 101.8 µm for the RSS estimate value and 112.6
µm for the Monte Carlo analysis, the largest spot sizes out of all approaches. The high-yield
approach (Approach 2) resulted in a much larger nominal RMS spot size and a slightly smaller asbuilt RMS spot size compared to Approach 1.
Approach 3 is an extension to Approach 1 with the addition of the HYLD feature following
the optimization for nominal performance. This approach utilized approximately 30 additional
minutes of computation time with the HYLD feature turned on. The as-built performance for this
approach was very similar to the results from Approach 2.
Approach 4 is a similar extension to Approach 3 but using TOLR in place of HYLD. The
incorporation of the TOLR operand significantly increased computation time with an additional
computation time of approximately 6.5 hours for local optimization for good as-built performance.
However, the effects of using the TOLR operand resulted in an as-built RMS spot size of 54.7 µm
(RSS estimate), the smallest as-built RMS spot size out of all approaches.
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Approach 5 is an extension of Approach 2 with the addition of the TOLR operand following
the use of the HYLD feature. An additional 8 hours of computation time with the use of TOLR
was required for the final optimization. The as-built RMS spot size was determined to be 59.7 µm
(RSS estimate).
Approach 6 is an extension to Approach 3 with the addition of the TOLR operand following
the Nominal + HYLD approach and required an additional 3.5 hours of computation time added
to Approach 3 with an as-built RMS spot size of 59.1 µm (RSS estimate).
Approach 7a and 7b is an extension to Approach 4 with the additional of the HYLD operand
after the Nominal + TOLR approach. Approach 7a considers the optimization with HYLD after
removing the TOLR operand, while Approach 7b considers the final optimization with HYLD
with TOLR still included. The additional local optimization times for Approach 7a and 7b were
approximately 1 minute and 3.5 hours, respectively, with the resulting as-built RMS spot sizes
determined to be 95.8 µm and 58.5 µm (RSS estimates), respectively.
Approach 8 (Nominal + HYLD + Nominal + TOLR) is an extension to Approach 3 with
additional optimization steps involving Nominal + TOLR optimization for as-built performance.
This approach required an additional 1 hour of local optimization with for Nominal + TOLR and
resulted in an as-built RMS spot size of 60.7 µm (RSS estimate).
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Figure 3.6: Final layouts of all optimization approaches and their respective track lengths.
The maximum allowable length during optimization was set at 100 mm.

Table 3.5: As-built performance data for each corresponding optimization approach.
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Figure 3.7: As-built performance data for each corresponding optimization approach. (top-left) compares the nominal, RSS asbuilt RMS spot size, and Monte Carlo as-built RMS spot size for each optimization approach; (top-right) compares the total
approximate computation time for each approach; (bottom-left) compares the spatial resolution at which the on-axis MTF drops
below 20%; (bottom-right) compares the total track length of each approach
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While for this study the as-built RMS spot size estimates are useful for determining how
sensitive a system may be, the MTF response of the system is also an indicator of the optical
performance of an imaging system. Figure 3.8 depicts the on-axis MTF response for each
optimization approach. In this study, all the approaches were optimized for as-built RMS spot size
and involved no operands for optimizing the MTF response. The main reason for this was to reduce
computation time, as optimizing for MTF performance takes significantly more time than
optimizing for RMS spot size. Therefore, the MTF response of these systems may be a good
indicator of the imaging capabilities of that specific system and the system’s flexibility regarding
optimizing for as-built MTF as well.

Figure 3.8: On-axis MTF of all optimization approaches.
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Lastly, the incident angles on each surface were analyzed. Figure 3.9 shows the field-averaged
incident ray angle per surface, and Figure 3.10 shows the same for the best three approaches with
the lowest as-built RMS spot radius.

Figure 3.9: Field-averaged incident ray angle per surface.
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Figure 3.10: Field-averaged incident ray angle per surface for Approaches #4, 5, and 6.

3.5 Discussion
Based on the results, the effects of optimization using the HYLD and TOLR operands is very
apparent. First, the most dramatic improvement in as-built performance occurs when using the
TOLR operand, with the trade-off being significantly longer computation time. Approach 4
(Nominal + TOLR) resulted in the best as-built performance with Approaches 6 and 5 as a close
2nd and 3rd best, respectively. However, based on Table 3.5 and Figure 3.7, Approach 5 had the
second-highest resolution (20\% MTF on-axis) of 71.0 cycles per mm, with Approach 8 producing
the highest resolution of 84.0 cycles per mm, both designs indicating good imaging prospects.
Second, it can be observed that the use of the HYLD operand generally results in a larger total
track length compared to approaches that do not utilize HYLD. Every approach that involved
optimizing from “Nominal + TOLR…” has a track length less than 80 mm, while every approach
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that optimized from “Nominal + HYLD…” or “HYLD + ...” has a track length greater than 90
mm. The increased track length with the use of HYLD is due to the function of the operand as it
attempts to desensitize the system to perturbations by reducing the incident ray angles between
intermediate surfaces. However, as seen in the results, track length does not seem to correlate with
best as-built performance.
Third, by looking at Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10, it can be seen that the largest ray angles occur
at Surfaces 7 and 10, with Surface 7 being the start of the lens element directly after the stop, and
Surface 10 being the start of the last lens element before the image plane. Considering the best 3
as-built performers (Approaches #4-6, depicted in Figure 3.10), it is interesting to see that while
Approach 4 (Nominal + TOLR) has rather large ray angles throughout the system compared to the
other two best as-built performers, which both include the HYLD operand in their optimization
procedures. This may indicate that the use of HYLD does help reduce the system's sensitivity to
perturbations by reducing the incident ray angles on the intermediate surfaces of the system.
Regarding the use of HYLD, if final tolerancing is done using TOLR in place of HYLD, there
is no disadvantage to using HYLD beforehand in regards to computation time, as it takes no
additional computation time and generally reduces the as-built sensitivity of the system as opposed
to optimizing for nominal performance. However, if one of the primary goals for the system is to
minimize the total track length, then it may not be the best approach, as using HYLD most certainly
pushes the system toward the maximum allowable length of the system. In either case, touch-up
optimization for as-built performance with the use of the TOLR operand is necessary for finalizing
a design for as-built performance, as every approach that did not conduct final optimization with
TOLR had an average as-built RMS spot size greater than 80 µm, while every approach that did
final optimization with TOLR had an average as-built RMS spot size less than or equal to 60 µm.
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3.6 Takeaways
In order to determine an efficient tolerance optimization methodology, we studied eight different
optimization approaches for a common design. The efficiency of an approach was considered by
analyzing the as-built performance of the lens and the total computation time required to complete
the local optimization. The use of the TOLR operand in the merit function resulted in the best asbuilt performances but also involved the most computation time. The use of the HYLD feature
showed potential benefits of less-sensitive optical systems, the trade-off being a longer total track
length. The option of using the HYLD operand is ultimately up to the designer, but it is important
to note that using it will most likely result in a larger system. Based on the results, the researcher
has determined that Approach #6, the Nominal + HYLD + TOLR approach, was deemed the most
effective method of optimization for as-built performance based on the as-built RMS spot size,
total computation time, and unoptimized MTF response. This approach is implemented in the
following chapter for a mobile phone camera lens design.
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4. MOBILE PHONE CAMERA DESIGN
In this chapter, the results of the tolerance optimization study in the previous section were taken
into consideration and applied to a much more complicated optical system.

4.1 Background
Due to the small size of the cellphone camera module, the lack of symmetry about the aperture
stop, and the presence of highly aspheric optical elements, optimizing for good as-built
performance while adhering to current manufacturing standards proved to be a difficult design
challenge and resulted in many iterations of optimizations and countless hours of computation
time. Eventually, a design solution that satisfied the design requirements and produced a high yield
with acceptable as-built performance was realized.

4.2 Design Points
The design of a miniaturized camera lens of such scales is no trivial task. As advancements in
computational optics, sensor technology, and manufacturing limits continue to grow rapidly,
conventional optical design considerations may not be applicable due to the challenges
encountered when designing optics for cameras of such small size [8]. Pixel size continues to
decrease in size, allowing for a higher pixel count within a given image height. Concurrently, the
demand for "faster" lenses with wider field-of-view result in a decrease in F-number and an
increase in FOV, forcing the optical designer to push the design toward physical limits.
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4.2.1 Review of Three Recent Designs
In order to achieve successful optimization with good results, choosing a good initial reference
design is critical. Three recent cellphone camera lens designs with similar performance metrics
were studied. All three patents were issued by Largan Precision Co., and all three patent designs
utilize the Even Asphere surface type. Although other patent designs from smartphone industry
leaders such as Apple and Samsung were studied, attempts at recreating those designs in Zemax
proved to be extremely challenging due to the sheer number of ways of defining a surface type.
The three patents studied were US 10,215,966 (issued Feb. 2019), US 10,353,179 (issued
Jul. 2019), and US 10,649,183 (issued May 2020) [21], [22], [23]. The layouts of the three patents
are shown in Figure 4.1. According to their respective patents, all three patents have an f-number
of about 2.0, a maximum longitudinal aberration of less than 0.08 mm, a maximum field curvature
of less than 0.08 mm, and a maximum distortion of less than 2%.

Figure 4.1: Layouts of three recent cellphone camera lens patents: (left) US 10,215,966;
(center) US 10,353,179; (right) US 10,649,183.
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4.2.2 Scaling Effects
In addition to the high-yield production of these compact lens systems, the photographic
performance of these miniaturized lenses essentially rivals that of traditional single-lens reflex
(SLR) cameras [8], [24]. However, the designs of these miniature cameras are very different from
traditional cameras. Emphasis on the shortest possible length and consideration of the chief ray
angle at the image plane and relative illumination at the image corners are key factors to consider
when looking for a design solution. The use of plastic lens elements is universal due to cost and to
allow for strong aspheric surfaces required for good optical performance within a limited design
space. Designs are also heavily influenced by tolerance requirements due to the small scale and
highly aspheric surfaces, leading to relatively thicker lens elements when compared with the image
size. Simply scaling down a traditional objective lens as a lens solution is not possible due to
material properties, fabrication constraints, manufacturing processes, light diffraction, and
geometrical aberrations [24].
4.2.3 Design Parameters
Before optimization can begin, specific parameters must be considered. The incident angle of the
chief ray on the image sensor must be controlled so that light loss and color crosstalk is be avoided.
The maximum allowable chief ray angle (CRA) is determined by the requirements of the image
sensor. Also, the field-of-view specification has been growing larger since 2006 [8]. Full FOV's
were around 60 degrees in 2006 and have been increasing ever since. The wider FOV also enables
shorter focal length lenses and shorter z-heights, which is a critical dimension for achieving thinner
camera modules. However, larger FOVs also lead to larger incident ray angles between surfaces,
which increases the overall sensitivity of the lens to perturbations due to tolerances.
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The relative illumination requirements at the image corners have also become more relaxed as
FOV increases, a necessary trade-off. Improvements in sensor and software technology also allow
for lower relative illumination, so a reasonable fall-off of illumination at the image corners is
acceptable.
The image sensor chosen for this design is OV12D2Q from OmniVision [25], a 12 MP CMOS
image sensor with a sensor format of 1/2.43". The sensor has a pixel size of 1.404 x 1.404 µm and
a chief ray angle limit of 35.7 degrees. The maximum spatial frequency of the sensor according to
the Nyquist sampling theorem is given by:

𝑉𝑁𝑦𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑠𝑡 =

1
= 356.1 𝑙𝑝/𝑚𝑚
2(𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒)

The imaging area is 6514.56 µm × 3684.1 µm, resulting in a diagonal half-image height of the
sensor of 3.742 mm. The image height of the optimized lens is rounded up to 3.750 mm to ensure
the corners of the image sensor are not cut off by the lens. Table 4.1 lists the system parameters
of the optimized mobile phone camera lens design.
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Table 4.1: Specifications for the mobile phone camera lens optimized for as-built
performance.
Wavelengths

486, 588, and 656 nm

Effective focal length

3.94 mm

Total track length

6.67 mm

Field-of-view

87.5°

F-number

2.04

Image height

3.75 mm

Chief ray angle

< 35.7°

Distortion

≤ 1.5%

Relative illumination

≥ 28.5%

The two types of materials for the lenses are APL5014CL from Mitsui Chemicals Group, and
OKP4HT from Osaka Gas Chemicals [26], [27]. These two materials were chosen based on the
patent data’s provided index of refraction and Abbe number with their respective lens element.
The use of materials with a large difference in Abbe number and a relatively small difference in
refractive index help eliminate chromatic aberration, much like a standard crown and flint glass
achromatic doublet. Following the polymer lenses is a glass IR filter made of N-BK7 to help
protect the image sensor. Table 4.2 lists the refractive index and Abbe number of the three
materials present in the lens.
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Table 4.2: Index of refraction and Abbe number of optical elements in the mobile phone
camera lens.
Material

Index of refraction, n

Abbe number, Vd

APL5014CL

1.5445

55.987

OKP4HT

1.6328

23.330

N-BK7

1.5168

64.167

The set of tolerances that was applied to consider the as-built performance of the lens is listed
in Table 4.3. These tolerance values were slightly modified from a 2007 tolerance set for injectionmolded plastic components for cellphone cameras [28]. These tolerances, in reality, are most likely
to be tighter than as listed here, but for this case these tolerance values were deemed reasonable
[29]. These tolerances were applied for all optical elements of the lens with the exception of the
IR glass filter. No alignment errors were considered during the tolerance analysis.
Table 4.3: Tolerance set for as-built performance and tolerance analysis.
Radius

± 3 µm

Thickness

± 2 µm

Decenter

± 1 µm

Tilt

± 1 µm

Surface irregularity

± 0.2 fringes

Index of refraction

± 0.0005
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4.3 Design Approach
Out of the three patents reviewed in the previous section, US 10,353,179 was chosen as the initial
design due to the attractiveness of its wide FOV and relative insensitivity to tolerances compared
to the other two patent designs. The design consists of six plastic aspheric elements and an IR-cut
filter and has an aperture of f/2.0 and a half-FOV of 42.5 degrees. Figure 4.2 shows the layout of
the initial reference design. To optimize directly for as-built performance, an optimization
procedure that incorporates Zemax's high-yield (HYLD) operand and the traditional TOLR
operand is applied during optimization. Based on the results of the tolerance optimization study
presented in the previous chapter, Approach #6, the Nominal + HYLD + TOLR approach, was
utilized for the optimization of the mobile phone camera. Approach #6 was chosen because its asbuilt performance was almost identical to the best as-built performing approach, and its MTF
performance without optimizing for MTF was generally much better than most of the other
approaches. However, due to the nature of the High-yield operand (HYLD) and its tendency to
push the design toward a longer track length, optimizations with the HYLD operand active was
performed judiciously.

Figure 4.2: (left) layout of US 10,353,179; (right) layout of US 10,353,179 as seen in Zemax.
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First, the lens was scaled from the initial reference design to match the chosen image sensor's
image height. Then, the lens was optimized for nominal performance with the new design targets
without considering any tolerances as to not overstress the merit function. The primary reason this
first nominal optimization was conducted was because the initial reference design's CRA on the
image plane had the largest CRA of 38°, which is larger than the chosen sensor's CRA limitation
of 35.7°. Because the CRA requirement of the sensor is a hard requirement, this first optimization
step was deemed reasonable. Due to the initial design having significant pupil aberration, Ray
Aiming was turned on for all optimizations to ensure that real rays (instead of paraxial rays) were
traced and used to illuminate the aperture stop, and the pupil integration in the merit function editor
was set to Rings = 5, Arms = 8 using the standard Gaussian quadrature.
The optimization criterion was set as RMS wavefront error (WFE). Post-optimization, a
tolerance analysis was conducted, resulting in a field-averaged as-built RMS WFE of 0.393 waves
for 98% yield, indicating that 98% of the lenses built will have an RMS WFE of 0.393 waves or
less.
Next, a series of optimizations with the addition of the HYLD operand was conducted, and the
lens was optimized for RMS WFE again. General operands for controlling the system parameters
include WFNO to fix the f-number at 2.0, TOTR and OPLT to limit the maximum allowable track
length, MXAI and OPLT to limit the CRA at the image plane for each field, DIMX to limit
maximum allowable distortion for each field, and FCGS/FCGT to control the field curvature for
each wavelength and field. After running a tolerance analysis after the optimizations, a slight
improvement in the as-built RMS WFE was observed (0.312 waves for 98% yield).
Lastly, adhering to the chosen optimization approach from Chapter 3, the HYLD operand was
replaced with the more accurate but much more computationally intensive TOLR operand, and the
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optimization criterion was changed from RMS WFE to Contrast optimization for the final
optimizations to maximize the MTF performance of the lens.

4.4 Results
4.4.1 Nominal Performance
The lens material for the optics in this design are APL5014CL (n = 1.5445, Vd = 55.987) and
OKP4HT (n = 1.6328, Vd = 23.33). These materials were chosen based on the initial reference
design’s given index of refraction and Abbe numbers. The total track length of the optimized
camera lens is 6.674 mm, and the effective focal length is 3.936 mm. The lens has a full FOV of
87.5 degrees with an image height of 3.750 mm. The CRA of all fields is less than 35.6° to ensure
good coupling between the optics and the 12 MP image sensor. The optimized lens layout is shown
in Figure 4.3, and the corresponding lens data is depicted in Figure 4.4.
The Spot Diagram, MTF, field curvature and distortion, lateral color, chromatic focal shift,
optical path difference (OPD) fan, longitudinal aberration, and relative illumination can all be used
to evaluate the lens design and assess its imaging performance.
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Figure 4.3: Layout of the optimized 12MP mobile phone camera lens (right). The total track
length of the optimized lens is 6.67 mm, and the image height is 3.75 mm. The initial reference
design as seen in Zemax is also shown (left); the total track length of the initial lens is 4.69
mm.
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Figure 4.4: Optimized lens data table as seen in Zemax: (top) lens prescription; (bottom)
aspheric coefficients up to the A16 term.

Spot Diagram:
The Spot Diagram is shown in Figure 4.5. The smallest RMS spot size is 4.564 µm at Field 1 (onaxis, 0°), and the largest is 7.848 µm at Field 10 (max field, 43.75°). Therefore, concerning the
spot size, this lens design is considered to be near the diffraction limit since the RMS spot sizes
are slightly larger than the Airy disk. While the Airy disk diameter of 2.928 µm is also larger than
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the pixel size of 1.404 µm of the image sensor, the amount of diffraction-related issues caused by
the pixel size/Airy disk diameter differentials of this magnitude is generally accepted by industry
leaders. For example, the Google Pixel/Pixel XL has an Airy disk size of 2.7 µm with a pixel size
of 1.55 µm, and the super-high resolution 41MP Nokia Lumia 1020 has an Airy disk size of 2.95
µm with a pixel size of 1.25 µm.

Figure 4.5: Spot diagram of the optimized 12MP mobile phone camera lens. The smallest
RMS spot radius is 4.564 µm at 0.0º, and the largest RMS spot radius is 7.848 µm at 43.75º.
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Field Curvature & Distortion:
The field curvature and distortion of the lens is shown in Figure 4.6. It can be observed that the
field curvature of the lens is well-corrected for the most part by current cellphone camera
standards. The maximum field curvature of 0.0704 mm occurs near the edge of the image plane,
with the majority of the FOV limited to less than 0.04 mm.
The distortion is also well-corrected for all wavelengths. The maximum distortion over the
entire FOV is 1.52%, with the greatest rate of change occurring near the edge of the image plane.
This spike in the distortion profile near the edge of the image is correlated with the sudden increase
in field curvature at the same location along the FOV. Recent smartphone camera patents indicate
a maximum allowable distortion between 1-3%.

Figure 4.6: Field curvature and distortion of the 12MP mobile phone camera lens. The use
of highly aspheric surfaces results in oscillatory behavior that makes the interpretation more
difficult. The maximum field curvature across the entire FOV is 0.0704 mm, and the
maximum distortion across the entire FOV is 1.516%.
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RMS Wavefront Error vs. Field:
Figure 4.7 shows the RMS WFE vs. Field. According to the plot, the wavefront error is very well
corrected for the most part, with the most perturbations occurring once again near the image
corners. By now, it is apparent that the current lens configuration’s performance suffers at the edge
of the image compared to the center fields. For the rest of the FOV, the RMS WFE is below the
diffraction limit of 0.072 waves until approximately 17°. Beyond 17° FOV, the WFE is still very
well behaved and sits at or below 0.100 waves until approximately 35°.

Figure 4.7: RMS Wavefront Error (WFE) vs. Field for the 12MP mobile phone camera lens.
The RMS WFE across the entire FOV is approximately at or just above the diffraction limit,
indicating near diffraction-limited performance. The diffraction limit is at 0.072 waves.
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Modulation Transfer Function:
The modulation transfer function (MTF) is considered by many to be a comprehensive standard to
evaluate the imaging quality of a lens. The nominal MTF response of the lens is shown in Figure
4.8 at the Nyquist frequency and half-Nyquist frequency. The pupil is sampled with a 128 × 128
ray grid. For this design, the nominal MTF value of the on-axis field at half-Nyquist (178.1 lp/mm)
is 71.2% for both the tangential and sagittal response. At the Nyquist frequency (356.1 lp/mm),
the MTF value of the on-axis field is 45.3% for both the tangential and sagittal response. At the
maximum field (43.75°), the MTF value at half-Nyquist is 33.7% and 52.9% for the tangential and
sagittal response, respectively. The MTF value of the max field at the cut-off frequency is 0.06%
and 24.4% for the tangential and sagittal response, respectively. This lens shows outstanding
performance over the entire FOV with an average MTF of about 77% at 89 lp/mm (Nyquist/4) and
over 57% at 178.1 lp/mm (Nyquist/2).
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Figure 4.8: Modulation transfer function (MTF): (top) Nyquist/2 at 178 lp/mm; (bottom)
Nyquist at 356.1 lp/mm.
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Optical Path Difference:
The optical path difference (OPD) fan of the lens is shown in Figure 4.9 for the normalized field
coordinates of 0.0, 0.7, and 1.0. If the peak-to-valley OPD is less than one-quarter wave, then the
system can be considered as diffraction-limited. However, it is possible for a system to be
considered diffraction limited by one method and not diffraction-limited by another. In this case,
the lens can be considered as near diffraction-limited, as we can see a maximum OPD of roughly
0.6 waves at the max field.

Figure 4.9: Optical path difference (OPD) of the 12MP mobile phone camera lens for
normalized 0.0, 0.7, and 1.0 fields (scale is ± 1 wave). The presence of highly aspheric surfaces
results in oscillatory behavior that makes the interpretation more difficult.
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Transverse Ray Fan Plot:
Figure 4.10 shows the transverse ray fan plot of the lens. The ray fan plot is a common image
quality metric used by optical designers during the design process. The ray aberration curves trace
fans of rays in two orthogonal directions and map the image positions of the rays in each fan
relative to the chief ray vs. the entrance pupil position of the rays. The resulting plot is the
difference from the chief ray versus the position in the fan at the image plane. After analyzing the
ray fan plot, the shape of the ray fan indicates the possible presence of strong higher-order spherical
aberration across the FOV due to the distinct “S” shape to them at the edges.

Figure 4.10: Transverse ray fan plot of the 12MP mobile phone camera lens across the
normalized pupil coordinates for 0.0, 0.7, and 1.0 normalized field coordinates. Although the
presence of highly aspheric surfaces make interpretation more difficult, the typical “S” shape
indicative of higher-order spherical aberration can be observed at the normalized pupil edge.
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Longitudinal Spherical Aberration:
The longitudinal aberration plot of the cellphone camera lens is shown in Figure 4.11. This plot
displays the longitudinal aberration as a function of pupil height at each wavelength. Zemax
computes the distance from the image surface to where a zonal marginal ray “focuses” or crosses
the optical axis. The base of the plot is on-axis, and the top of the plot represents the maximum
entrance pupil radius. Because the plot is always normalized to the maximum entrance pupil
radius, there are no units on the vertical axis. For the most part, the longitudinal spherical
aberration of the lens is well controlled up until the 0.9 normalized pupil, where we observe a
sharp spike in longitudinal aberration.

Figure 4.11: Longitudinal spherical aberration of the optimized mobile phone camera lens.
The lens is very well corrected in this regard up until the edge of the normalized pupil, where
a large spike in the magnitude of longitudinal aberration is observed.
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Lateral Color and Chromatic Focal Shift:
The lateral color and the chromatic focal shift of the lens is shown in Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13,
respectively. The lateral color plot displays the variation in image location over wavelength as a
function of field height. The chromatic focal shift plot shows the variation in focal length with
wavelength, referenced to the primary wavelength (588 nm). According to Zemax, the chromatic
focal shift is a plot of the shift in back focal length with respect to the primary wavelength [18].
At each plotted wavelength, the shift in image space required to reach focus for that color marginal
ray is computed. The shift distance is computed in the same media as the surface prior to the image
surface. However, it is important to note that this plot may not be as accurate or meaningful for
non-paraxial systems such as the design in consideration. In any case, the chromatic focal shift is
very minimal with a maximum shift of 2.07 µm and falls well within the diffraction-limited range
of 9.81 µm. The color-correction performed by the lens was unanticipated but welcome,
considering that during the entire optimization process, no operands were specified for color
correction, indicating that the optimizer is already including chromatic aberrations. Considering
both the lateral color plot and the chromatic focal shift plot, the color correction of this lens
configuration is deemed acceptable.
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Figure 4.12: Lateral color of the 12MP mobile phone camera lens. All wavelengths fall within
the Airy disk, which is indicative of a diffraction-limited design.

Figure 4.13: Chromatic focal shift of the 12MP mobile phone camera lens. The maximum
focal shift range is 2.07 µm and falls within the diffraction-limited range of 9.81 µm.
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Relative Illumination:
The relative illumination (RI) of the lens is shown in Figure 4.14. This feature computes the RI as
a function of radial y-field coordinate. The RI is defined as the intensity of illumination per unit
area of image surface normalized to the illumination at the point in the field that has maximum
illumination (usually on-axis) [18]. The RI steadily drops from on-axis as we approach the image
corners, and the minimum RI of 28.5% occurs at approximately 40° field and increases to 41% at
the image corner (44.75°). This fall-off in irradiance as we go further off-axis is unavoidable due
to the cos4 law [30]. While 28.5% RI might seem quite low, recent trends in mobile phone camera
optics indicate a steadily decreasing requirement for RI at the image corners. Developments in
sensor technology and on-board software is constantly improving, and an auto-gain and autobalance controlling circuit can increase the illumination to maintain uniform brightness of the
image. Therefore, the minimum RI of 28.5% near the edge of the image is deemed acceptable for
this design.

Figure 4.14: Relative illumination (RI) of the 12MP mobile phone camera lens. The minimum
RI occurs at roughly 40° with a RI value of 28.5% and increases back up to 41% at the edge
of the image (43.75°).
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4.4.2 As-built Performance
After running a full tolerance analysis with the selected tolerances from Table 4.3, the final asbuilt performance of the lens was evaluated. The chosen tolerancing criterion is RMS Wavefront
with a pupil sampling of 4 (256 × 256 pupil grid size). While MTF is a better assessment of overall
image quality for imaging applications, the Diffraction MTF Average criterion in Zemax takes
much longer to compute and is extremely computationally intensive. For the sake of accuracy and
time, RMS Wavefront is deemed an acceptable criterion for tolerancing. A back-focus
compensator was utilized during the tolerance analysis for focus compensation to ensure high
yield, and a total of 1000 Monte Carlo simulations (MC) were run.
Table 4.4 and Table 4.5 shows the results of the tolerance analysis. Based on the results
of the tolerance analysis, the estimated as-built performance of the lens based on the Root-SumSquare (RSS) method is 0.0989 waves. The estimated as-built performance of the lens based on
the Monte Carlo results for 98% yield is 0.211 waves, meaning that 98% of the lenses built will
have an estimated as-built performance of 0.211 waves or less. In general, the MC analysis is a
better representation of actual yield than the RSS estimate. As we saw in Figure 4.7, the
diffraction limit for this system in terms of RMS Wavefront is 0.072 waves due to the Marechal
criterion for diffraction limited performance [14]. The RSS estimate of the as-built performance is
very close to the diffraction-limit, while the Monte Carlo result of 0.211 waves is larger but
acceptable. Nonetheless, an RMS WFE of 0.211 waves for 98% yield is a good indicator of a
design with good as-built performance. Figure 4.15 shows the yield curve of the MC simulations,
which displays the cumulative distribution of all criterion, compensator, and operand data from
the MC analysis.
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Table 4.4: Estimated performance changes based upon the Root-Sum-Square (RSS) method.
Nominal RMS Wavefront

0.0715 waves

Estimated change

0.0274 waves

Estimated RMS Wavefront

0.0989 waves

Table 4.5: Estimated performance and yield based on Monte Carlo (MC) simulations.
# of Monte Carlo runs

1000

98% >

0.211 waves

90% >

0.192 waves

80% >

0.183 waves

50% >

0.164 waves

20% >

0.149 waves

10% >

0.143 waves

2% >

0.131 waves
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Figure 4.15: Yield % vs. RMS Wavefront Error of 1000 Monte Carlo simulations with the
set of tolerances given in Table 4.3. According to the full tolerance analysis, 98% of the built
designs will have an estimated RMS WFE of 0.211 waves or less.

4.5 Analysis of Results
As we saw in the previous section, the optimized mobile phone camera lens is well corrected for
aberrations and demonstrates good as-built performance, with a nominal RMS wavefront error of
0.07115 waves and a 98% yield as-built performance of 0.211 waves, which is deemed acceptable
by current industry and literature standards.
Comparing with the initial design, the performance of the optimized lens is superior in both
nominal and as-built performance metrics. Figure 4.16, Figure 4.17, and Figure 4.18 depict the
side-by-side comparison of the RMS WFE vs. Field, MTF response, and Yield curves of the initial
design and the final, optimized design. The differences as analyzed in Zemax is immediately
apparent, with the optimized design having far less wavefront error, better MTF response, and a
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much better 98% yield compared to the initial reference design. Figure 4. 19 illustrates this
differential by comparing the yield curve of the initial reference design and the final optimized
design.

Figure 4.16: (left) RMS WFE vs. Field of initial reference design; (right) RMS WFE vs. Field
of optimized design, maximum scale is +0.50 RMS WFE in waves. Both are plotted in Zemax
for a Ray Density of 15 and a Field Density of 80. The diffraction limit (straight black line)
is 0.072 waves.

Figure 4.17: (left) MTF response of initial reference design; (right) MTF response of
optimized design. Both are plotted in Zemax for a sampling of 256 × 256 at 200 lp/mm.
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Figure 4.18: (top) Percent-yield curve of initial reference design; (bottom) percent-yield
curve of optimized design. The initial reference design has a 98% yield at 0.504 waves, and
the optimized design has a 98% yield at 0.211 waves.
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Figure 4. 19: Percent-yield curve of both the initial reference design and the final optimized
design. The tolerances and tolerancing criterion were the same for both cases.

Table 4.6 lists the focal lengths of the individual lenses of the optimized lens design. The
first lens is relatively weak, while the last three lenses provide most of the optical power. Also,
elements 4 and 6 both have negative optical power while the rest have positive power. This is
because in a flat field lens, field curvature correction is obtained by introducing negative optical
power, which leads to more overall optical power. Field curvature correction optically stresses a
lens, and residual aberrations become larger. If we consider the Seidel diagram in Figure 4.20, we
can see that the majority of spherical aberration is balanced in the first three lenses, while the last
three lenses in the system corrects for astigmatism and field curvature in a delicate balancing act.
It can also be seen that the chromatic aberrations are relatively small compared with other
aberrations present, indicating good color correction. If we consider the addition of distortion as
seen in Figure 4.21, we can see that the magnitude of the distortion dominates the rest of the
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residual aberrations. This is also the reason why the last few surfaces are highly aspheric and
deviate strongly from a standard spherical shape: to correct for field curvature and distortion.
Table 4.6: List of focal lengths of each lens.
Lens 1

F1 = 49.947 mm

Lens 2

F2 = 6.909 mm

Lens 3

F3 = 8.169 mm

Lens 4

F4 = -2.959

Lens 5

F5 = 2.055

Lens 6

F6 = -2.860

Figure 4.20: Seidel diagram of unconverted Seidel aberration coefficients as a bar chart. The
wavelength is 0.5876 µm, the maximum aberration scale is 2.0 mm, and the grid lines are
spaced 0.20 mm apart.
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Figure 4.21: Seidel diagram of unconverted Seidel aberration coefficients as a bar chart.
Distortion is accounted for in this chart. The wavelength is 0.5876 µm, the maximum
aberration scale is 20.0 mm, and the grid lines are spaced 2.0 mm apart.

Although overall, the lens is well corrected for aberrations, there are still further improvements
that can be made regarding performance and aberration control, the primary one being spherical
aberration. Referring to the ray fan plot (Figure 4.10) and the longitudinal spherical aberration
plot (Figure 4.11), we can safely assume that there is significant pupil spherical aberration present.
Figure 4.22, shown below, which depicts the on-axis rays converging at the image plane, further
illustrates this claim.
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Figure 4.22: On-axis ray bundle at the image plane. The marginal rays (at the edges) are
focused closer to the lens than the paraxial focus, demonstrating undercorrected spherical
aberration.

We can see that the marginal rays cross the optical axis prematurely and focus at a point before
the paraxial focus point at the image plane, indicating undercorrected spherical aberration.
Spherical aberration is a function of lens bending, or the shape of the lens, and can be reduced by
using higher refractive index materials. Higher indices allow shallower radii, allowing less
variation in incidence angle across the lens.
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5. CONCLUSION
An investigation into modern lens design software to establish an effective optimization approach
for good as-built performance for a traditional Double Gauss lens was successfully achieved.
Furthermore, the proposed design approach was applied to a very recent mobile phone camera lens
design to attempt to optimize for as-built performance with aggressive requirements for the lens
aperture, FOV, and the matching image sensor’s allowable chief ray angle. The optimized design
demonstrated good aberration control, great wavefront correction across the entire field-of-view,
and good as-built performance for 98% yield according to today’s industry standards and literature.
Due to the size constraint of miniaturized camera lenses, traditional glass optical elements cannot
be applied. Highly aspheric optical elements allow for the correction of large aberrations present
throughout the system by balancing the aberrations from surface to surface by introducing positive
and negative optical powers. However, the presence of these large aberrations optically stresses
the lens to its limit, and the lens is restricted by the predetermined manufacturing tolerances.
Additionally, the presence of highly aspheric surfaces unavoidably increases the sensitivity of the
lens to perturbations compared to traditional spherical elements, especially for lateral
displacements such as decentering. In any case, the final optimized design demonstrated superior
optical performance compared to the initial reference design, with an increase in field-of-view of
2.5º, a slightly lower maximum allowable distortion (≤ 1.5%) and field curvature (≤ 0.07 mm), an
improvement of x2.5 in terms of RMS wavefront error, and a stable MTF response across the entire
field of view, resulting in a well-optimized design with improved metrics of performance for both
the nominal and as-built cases.
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5.1. Future Work
There are several areas of interest that could be considered to continue this work. First, due to the
variety of ways Zemax can specify an aspheric surface type and the additional complexity of
certain surface types, it was difficult to ascertain what type of surface was being used by patent
data. This is the reason why only Even Asphere surfaces were considered in this work. Many recent
patents, particularly those from Apple and Samsung, are using an aspheric surface different from
the conventional Even Asphere surface type, and several papers claim that freeform optics that
deviate from the Even Asphere are generally more advantageous in producing good lens design
solutions in this design space [31].
Next, based on recent smartphone camera trends, lenses with even more aggressive
performance requirements are already in the market today. For example, Apple’s iPhone 12 utilizes
lenses with an aperture of f/1.6 for their telephoto and wide-angle lenses. The appeal for faster
lenses is very apparent based on industry standards, though the challenge of optimizing these
lenses is no trivial task. Additionally, some smartphone camera lenses are exploring the application
of optical zoom along with the traditional digital zoom, allowing for the ability to magnify an
image without suffering from any degradation in image quality. However, the implementation of
optical zoom will require more complicated optics with more moving parts, which may prove to
be very challenging. Related to this, in order to compensate for the extended track length that a
lens with optical zoom will require, a periscope lens design can be considered to reduce the form
factor of the lens module. A recent example of this periscope design is the Huawei P30 Pro, which
boasts an impressive x5 optical zoom along with x10 digital zoom, allowing for an incredible x50
total zoom.
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Lastly, further work in direct optimization for as-built performance can be done. The
implementation of tolerancing scripts in the Zemax programming language (ZPL) can be done to
streamline the optimization process for as-built performance. In fact, the use of tolerance scripts is
encouraged, but due to time constraints, ZPL scripts were not considered or explored for this work.
However, it is standard practice in the industry to implement ZPL scripts for optimization and
evaluation of the lens.
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APPENDIX

Optimization (1):
1. Load “US10353179 – Pre-opt 1”
2. Turn “Real Ray Aiming” on under System Explorer > Ray Aiming
a. Will receive error message: “…Missed surface 13!”
3. Set Aperture Type as “Float by Stop Size” under System Explorer > Aperture Type
a. Define Stop clear semi-diameter to be 0.737 – this will shrink the stop diameter
ever so slightly to clip the stray ray in Field 10 to remove the previous error message
4. Add WFNO operand in Merit Function Editor
a. Set Target = 2.0, Weight = 1
5. Scale lens by x1.2733
a. User-defined Stop clear semi-diameter is now 0.938
6. Set Field Type as Real Image Height (3.750 mm)
7. Set Stop thickness as variable
a. Min/Max: -0.015 < Stop thickness < 0.015
8. Allow aspheric coefficients up to A16 term to be variables for all aspheric surfaces
9. Add MXAI + OPLT in Merit Function Editor for all Fields
a. Set OPLT = 35.4 for all MXAI operands
10. Change EFFL operand Target = 4.092, Wgt = 0
a. Upper bound (OPLT) = 4.2
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b. Lower bound (OPGT) = 3.8
11. Change DIMX Target = 1.0 for all fields
12. Set Optimization Criterion = RMS Wavefront Error
a. No HYLD
13. Set boundary constraints in Merit Function Optimization Wizard
a. 0.04 < Air < 1.2
b. 0.25 < Glass < 1.0, Min. Edge > 0.15
14. Set Surface 2 minimum air thickness < 0.06 to prevent the stop from infringing into the
first element
15. Set 4.0 < TOTR < 6.4 in Merit Function Editor
16. Optimize – stopped after 8.91 hours (94 cycles)
a. Initial Merit Function: 0.3990
b. Final Merit Function: 0.06044

Optimization (2):
1. Change Surface 2 air thickness boundary constraints:
a. 0.06 < Surf 2 air thickness < 1.4
2. Add HYLD (Weight = 5)
3. Set max. glass thickness for Surface 10 = 1.2 mm
4. Optimize – stopped after 9.43 hours (257 cycles)
a. Initial Merit Function: 0.06142
b. Final Merit Function: 0.01096
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Optimization (3):
1. Change Pupil Integration Settings in Optimization Wizard
a. Rings = 5, Arms = 8
2. Optimize – finished optimization run after 17 hours

Optimization (4):
1. Change Surface 6 Conic = -1.0, leave Fixed (e.g. remove variable)
2. Optimization Criterion: Contrast
a. Target = 100, Weight = 5)
3. Add TOLR operand
a. Data = 2, Target = 0.1, Weight = 5)
4. Optimize – stopped after 11.89 hours (cycle 138)
a. Initial Merit Function: 0.05195
b. Final Merit Function: 0.02711

Optimization (5):
1. Decrease Contrast and TOLR weights to allow Merit Function to prioritize more on
distortion and field curvature correction
a. Weights for both = 1
2. Remove HYLD
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3. Add Vignetting Factors in Field Data Editor for Fields 9 and 10
a. Field 9: VCY = 0.025
b. Field 10: VCY = 0.050
4. Set Surface 2 and Surface 5 Conic values as Fixed (e.g. remove variables)
5. Change upper and lower bounds for TOTR
a. 4.00 < TOTR < 6.75
6. Optimize – stopped after 8.32 hours (112 cycles)
a. Initial Merit Function: 0.04212
b. Final Merit Function: 0.01549

Optimization (6):
1. Increase MXAI upper bound to 35.6
a. OPLT = 35.6 for all Fields
2. Increase Contrast weight to 3
3. Add additional FCGT operands between Field 9 and Field 10
a. Add FCGT for Hy = 0.900 and Hy = 0.980, Target = 0, Weight = 1
4. Decrease DIMX Target to 0.5 for all Fields
5. Increase WFNO Weight to 3.0
6. Add additional Vignetting Factor for Field 8; increase VCY for Field 9 and 10
a. Field 8: VCY = 0.025
b. Field 9: VCY = 0.050
c. Field 10: VCY = 0.075
7. Edit TOLR operand; add additional TOLR operand
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a. TOLR1: Data = 0, Target = 0, Weight = 3
b. TOLR2: Data = 1, Target = 0, Weight = 3
8. Set Surface 2 thickness as fixed
a. Surface 2 thickness = 0.2; remove variable
9. Optimize – finished optimization run after 4.49 hours
a. Initial Merit Function: 0.0602
b. Final Merit Function: 0.0270
Optimization end.
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